Homelessness in the United States, 2016, 2017: Data
from HUD’s Point-in-Time Surveys of 2016 and 2017
2017 AHAR: Part 1 - PIT (Point-in-Time) Estimates of Homelessness in
the U.S.
2017 AHAR (Annual Homeless Assessment Report): Part 1 Part 1 – https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5178/2016-aharpart-1-pit-estimates-of-homelessness/ Published November 2016
2016 AHAR (Annual Homeless Assessment Report): Part 2 – Estimates
of Homelessness in the U.S.
2016 AHAR (Annual Homeless Assessment Report): Part 2 –
Part 2 - https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5640/2016-ahar-part2-estimates-of-homelessness-in-the-us/ Published December 2017
ACRONYMS: AHAR – Annual Homeless Assessment Report; CoCs –
Continuums of Care; HIC – Housing Inventory Count; HMIS – Housing
Management Information Systems Survey; PIT – Point-in-Time survey;
PSH – Permanent Supportive Housing
NOTE: users should use volumes that contain data for the same year;
example – 2016 Part 1 data with 2016 Part 2, but for this webinar I’m
showing you the latest data available for both surveys.
Here are the first two things to know about this data: the HUD
Exchange website that we access this data from is an official HUD
website, but is designed for people from HUD and other organizations
that work in housing and public housing to share data. The main HUD

website is https://www.hud.gov/ . The HUD Exchange homepage is
https://www.hudexchange.info/ . HUD also has a website that focuses
on data on people who work on housing and housing programs at
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/home.html .
Usually the first response that I get when I show anyone these data is
“That can’t be accurate”. But this data is collected by people from the
service organizations that work with homeless people in their (primarily
urban) communities and therefore know where and when to look for
them so they can be counted. Example: the Community Service Council
that operates a homelessness program in the Tulsa MSA count the
homeless in Tulsa, and know where to look for their plastic-sheet tents,
which bridges to look under, and which warm-air grates to check
around. These local groups, known as “Continuums of Care” (“CoC”),
fall into the geographic categories of a. major cities, b. smaller cities,
counties, and regions, and c. “balance of state” (rural areas) and
statewide CoCs. They are free to choose to conduct either censuses or
surveys of the homeless in their service area. Within each state the
service areas of CoCs are primarily in urban areas, these areas obviously
attracting more homeless people to them and being easier to count or
survey. HUD has sponsored via grants to CoCs and published their data
since 2007. Known as the Annual Homeless Assessment Report they’re
conducted as a two-part series, with the surveys taken and their data
published in alternating years. The data for Part 1 is taken as either a
count or survey on one night of each year during January; the data for
Part 2 comes from the Housing Management Information Systems
Estimates of Homelessness in the U.S. that is gathered throughout the
year by housing managers, which can include government agencies and
members of the CoCs. This explains the relationship of Part 1 to Part 2–

HUD states that CoCs conduct their Point-in-Time surveys rom dusk to
dawn to identify information about homeless individuals in accordance
with HUD standards to minimize the chance of double counting anyone.
In the 2015 report HUD began asking CoCs for the first time to also
collect data on gender, ethnicity, race, persons under age 25 who have
their children with them (aka “parenting youth”), and unaccompanied
youth ages 18 to 24. Remember that PIT data may not represent people
who are homeless throughout the year; only HMIS data does that even
though those people may have been sheltered during that year.
Likewise HMIS data may not represent the people who were sheltered
on a single night of the year for the PIT count. Understand this basic
difference between these data sets. Most CoCs conduct a homeless
shelter count every year and an unsheltered count every other year;
but some CoCs choose to conduct both surveys/counts each year. CoCs
also conduct a count of beds in shelters each year known as the
“Housing Inventory Count (HIC)”. Conducting the PIT and the HMIS
surveys are a requirement of the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance
Act grants with which they fund their operations.
CoCs conduct and publish their year-round Housing Management
Information System surveys one year after the PIT surveys. Therefore
HMIS data supplements PIT data to complete the entire homelessness
data survey. Remember this system of alternating years. The CoCs also
survey emergency shelters, transitional housing facilities, and
“Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH)” facilities for the chronically

homeless during October through September of the next year. HUD
additionally works with the VA and HHS to get their additional data
about veterans, runaway and homeless youth, and homeless substance
abusers. HMIS data collects data about the demographic
characteristics of the homeless and the ways that they make use of
shelters. Data comes from 90+ percent of our nation’s CoCs. The
forthcoming 2017 HMIS survey will gather data about homeless youth
and people who are chronically homeless for the first time (note:
although this data is new to the HMIS survey, the PIT survey has been
collecting it for some time). Excluded from HMIS data is data about
people in unsheltered locations (logical since they’re not housed),
domestic violence victims housing, and “safe haven” housing.
This is how CoCs gather data for the difficult “Balance of State” area/s
which tend to be rural, are difficult to survey, and in which no CoC
operates major programs; it’s also possible that this data exists in states
that have only their one geography of an entire state –

Summary: data enters these surveys and counts through a variety of
means and methods, but HUD grant regulations attempt to make it
consistent and uniform across geographies and across CoCs and other
agencies that provide the data. This data isn’t a mishmash or
hodgepodge of data.

In 2017 homelessness increased for the first time in 7 years; the PIT
count was 553,742. In 2016 the HMIS count was 1.42 million people.
Here is summary data from the 2017 PIT count (read left column, then
right column) –

Additional data about the PIT survey -

Here is summary data from the 2016 HMIS count –

Due to their different survey/count methods, there can obviously be
differences between PIT and HMIS data. These are the dataset contents
of Part 1 and 2 –

PIT data
Available at https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5639/2017-aharpart-1-pit-estimates-of-homelessness-in-the-us/

HMIS data
Available at https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5640/2016-aharpart-2-estimates-of-homelessness-in-the-us/

You need to use this glossary from the HMIS report not only to
understand the terms these surveys use, but reading them will also
help you understand how the surveys work –

Here is how to get reports for your state and other states –
1. Open the link for Part 1 –
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5639/2017-ahar-part-1-pitestimates-of-homelessness-in-the-us/
2. Choose the second link in “Resource Links” of 3. Find the report for you state and its CoC geographies by scrolling
down the files which continue through Wyoming then switch to reports
by CoC geographies for each state –

Data exists for these U.S. territories –
Guam – 1 report
Northern Mariana Islands – 1 report
Puerto Rico - 5 reports
U.S. Virgin Islands – 1 report

There are also some states that have only 1 report for their entire state,
such as Rhode Island and Wyoming.
You’ll see this “Filter by” tool –

It contains reports for each year from 2005 to 2017. Choose your year
first, then open the “All Scopes” drilldown to get these subcategory
choices –
All Scopes [all geographies and subgeographies]
All States, U.S. Territories [summed data for all territories], Puerto
Rico, and District of Columbia
All States and District of Columbia
For a specific State
For a specific CoC; these are the smallest geography reports and
could include data for where you live and work

Here is one of the CoC reports –

Since I want you to have this data now and here, this is HUD’s latest
press release on homelessness in the U.S. from the HUD.gov website
https://www.hud.gov/press/press_releases_media_advisories/2017/H
UDNo_17-109

About the last section above: there have been news articles about the
huge growth of homelessness in Los Angeles city and county with
descriptions of hundreds of encampments appearing in riverbeds, on
beaches, in canyons, and on public lands. The Los Angeles Times states
that homelessness has increased there 75% in the last six years.

Maps from the 2017 PIT –

Definition from above glossary above –

APPENDIXES –
Point in Time Count Methodology Guide and Point in Time
Implementation Tools –
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/4036/point-in-time-countmethodology-guide/
Read these to understand the statistical methodology of the PIT
program. Section 2.1 of the methodology guide and Standard #6--out of
14 standards that CoCs must observe, each of which has regulations
and recommended practices associated with it--discusses the first and
most basic choice that CoCs must make: whether they conduct a census
or conduct a survey of their homeless. They can also combine census
and survey methods.
To help you understand these processes which all CoCs must observe,
and that help to make this data nationally consistent across
geographies, here are the 14 standards from this manual –

HMIS Data Collection and Methodology –
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5640/2016-ahar-part-2estimates-of-homelessness-in-the-us/
Read this to understand the statistical methodology of the HMIS
program. This is selected text from this manual –

EXAMPLES OF EXCEL DATA FROM PARTS 1 AND 2. Need deep data?
You’ve got it in their Excel tables for PIT data.
PART 1 DATA –
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5639/2017-ahar-part-1-pitestimates-of-homelessness-in-the-us/
2007 – 2017 PIT by CoC data categories within one geography –

2007 – 2017 PIT by States data categories with three states –

2007 – 2017 PIT Housing Inventory Count by CoC with one state (there
are too many columns of data for me to include them all –

2007 – 2017 PIT Housing Inventory Count by State (there are also too
many columns of data for me to include them all –

PART 2 DATA –
https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/5640/2016-ahar-part-2estimates-of-homelessness-in-the-us/
Notes: none of these contain data table notes; go to website to read
these notes. Part 2 obviously consists of only summary data.

2016 AHAR HMIS Estimates of Homelessness –

2016 AHAR HMIS Estimates of Homeless Veterans –

2016 AHAR HMIS Estimates of People in Permanent Supportive Housing

2016 AHAR HMIS Estimates of Veterans in Permanent Supportive
Housing –

ADDENDUM –
We’re going to briefly look at two additional sources: the website of the
National Council to End Homelessness and American FactFinder.
National Alliance to End Homelessness
https://endhomelessness.org/
This is summary data that the Alliance, which accepts and uses HUD
Homelessness data, has on their website in the homepage top tab of
“Homelessness in America: Homelessness Statistics” and is a good
example of how homeless service agencies work with HUD data –

Approximately 35% of the homeless in our nation, at any time
throughout the year, live in unsheltered places.

American Factfinder
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml
We’re going to use FactFinder to look at data about the costs of
housing for owners and renters. Here is what you need to currently
have in AFF’s “Your Selections” tool –

All of the following data is from 2016 ACS 5-year estimates.

Then add one or more geographies to it –

You’ll get these data tables –

The most useful tables are B25104 and B25105 –

B25104

B25105
Compare these costs with the costs of this economically depressed
county in Oklahoma where I’ve been caving since 1991 –

B25104

B25105
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